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ABSTRACT

Referential French is a complex written code acquired at school by speakers
of vernacular varieties (Barbaud 1997). The goal of this study is to investigate
the influence of instruction and exposure on subjects' production of several
elements of Referential French which Lefran~ois, Laurier, Lazure, and Claing
(2005) showed to be problematic and which showed improvement after in-
struction, that is l'orthographe grammaticale 'grammatical spelling'. Gram-
matical spelling is an aspect of spelling in French which involves inflected
forms of words. A controlled-production task was administered to 80 speak-
ers of New Brunswick Acadian French who were students at a francophone
university in the Maritime Provinces. There were 40 subjects in their first year
of studies and 40 in their fourth or subsequent year. A number of aspects of
orthographic spelling were examined: verb forms in the passe simple, past par-
ticipial forms and agreement, and subject-verb agreement. Results showed that
while there was still variability in the fourth-year students' use, their perfor-
mance was significantly closer to Referential French than that of the first-year
students.

Key words: Referential French, New Brunswick Acadian French, grammatical
spelling

RESUME

Le fran~ais de reference est un code ecrit tres complexe qui est appris it I'ecole
par les locuteurs des varietes vernaculaires (Barbaud 1997). L' objectif de cette
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etude est d'etudier l'influence de l'enseignement en fran~aisde reference et de
l'exposition a cette variete sur la production de certains elements du fran~ais
de reference que Lefran~oiss, Laurier, Lazure, et Claing (2005) ont trouves
problematiques et pour lesquels i! y avait une amelioration apres I'enseigne-
ment, c'est-a-dire, l'orthographe grammaticale. On a administre une tache de
production controlee a 80 locuteurs du fran~aisacadienduNouveau-Brunswick
qui etudiaient a une universite francophone dans les provinces maritimes du
Canada. II y avait 40 sujets en premiere annee d'universite et 40 en qua-
trieme annee. On a etudie plusieurs aspects de l'orthographe grammaticale :
les conjugaisons aupasse simple, les formes et les accords des participes pas-
ses, et l'accord sujet-verbe. Selon les resultats, bien qu'i! y ait de la variabilite
dans les productions des etudiants en quatrieme annee, leur performance etait
plus proche du fran~aisde reference que celie des etudiants en premiere annee,
et cera d'une fa~on statistiquement significative.
Mots-des: Le fran~aisde reference, Ie fran~aisacadien duNouveau-Brunswick,
I'orthographe grammaticale

1. INTRODUCTION

Boudreau and LeBlanc (2000) summarized the debate about vernacular varieties
and standard French in Quebec and New Brunswick. In both cases it was launched
in the 19th century by purists who wanted to protect the quality of the French
language, which they considered to be debased due in large part to Anglicisms. In
a similar vein, Boudreau and Perrot (2005) noted that for over 50 years there has
been heated discussion about what norm should be taught to francophone students
in Canada. On the one hand there is pressure for students to be taught the standard
variety while on the other the students' vernacular variety should not be denigrated.

Barbaud (1997) argued that then-current definitions of diglossia were inade-
quate for describing the linguistic situation in Quebec, and proposed that the term
diglossia be restricted to varieties - Quebecois and standard French - and that the
term bilingualism be applied to languages (French and English). He argued that this
distinction was necessary because the two phenomena co-exist in the same territory.
Referring to diglossia in Quebec, he discussed what he called the variete divergente
'divergent variety' and the variete de reference 'referential variety'. He defined the
variete divergente as the unmarked variety spoken by all social classes, but stigma-
tized by speakers of other varieties. He contended that in diglossic situations young
children acquire the variete divergente naturally as their LI, but learn the variete
de reference, which he defined as a complex written code, throughout their school
years, continuing into adulthood. In what follows, I will use the term "referential
variety" or "Referential French" (Auger and Valdman 1999) to refer the complex
written code acquired at school by speakers of vernacular varieties (divergent in
Barbaud's terms).

Mastery of Referential French presents a number of problems to francophone
university students and is a contributing factor to student failure at university in
Quebec (Roy and Bourdreau 1995), Belgium (Monballin, van der Brempt and
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G. Legros 1995) and France (Romainville 2000; Louvet and Preteur 2003, for ex-
ample). A thematic issue of the Revue des sciences de I'education published in
1995' dealt with the mastery of written French in post-secondary institutions in
Quebec. Its purpose was to evaluate the effects on students' writing of a new Pro-
gramme d' etudes de jranr;ais ('Program of French studies') which was introduced
in Quebec schools in 1980. This program, based on then current reading and writing
theory, put the emphasis on discourse structure and rhetorical strategies as well as
sentence-level grammatical accuracy, but sentence-level grammar was not taught
after the third year of secondary school (Roy and Boudreau 1995). The authors
concluded by echoing Barbaud's contention that the Referential variety is not fully
acquired even after many years of primary, secondary and post-secondary educa-
tion (p. 14).

A number of articles in this thematic issue supported Roy and Boudreau's as-
sertion. Lafontaine and Legros (1995) administered a proficiency test to 38 univer-
sity students who were classified as "weak", based on a standardized university test
of writing and spelling (TURBO). Students were asked to find errors of a various
types, including past participial agreement, number and gender agreement, lexical
spelling and conjugation. The researchers also analysed the same students' compo-
sitions for errors. Students were able to identify past participial errors (25%) more
successfully than gender and number errors (17%). In students' written production,
gender and number agreement represented 24% of the total number of errors, while
past participial agreement represented less than 5%. For verb agreement errors, the
percentage of errors in production and identification were the same (16%).

Simard (1995) asked university students to identify errors, telling them what
type of error to look for at the beginning of each section. (lexical spelling or past
participial agreement for example). The average accuracy rate in locating errors
was 52% for past participles, 51% for gender and number, and 49% for conjugation.
When asked to correct a text, with no indication of how many or what types of errors
there were, students were able to correct 48% of conjugation errors, 47% of past
participle errors and 45% of gender and number errors. Simard concluded that the
post-secondary students in his study still hadn't mastered lexical and orthographic
spelling, and that one reason for this lack of mastery was the complicated spelling
system of French.

Difficulties in learning the Referential variety are not confined to North Amer-
ican francophones, as the title (and contents) of a recent book suggest: 1£ jranr;ais
m'a tue?: Actes du colloque "L'orthographejranr;aise a l'epreuve du superieur"
(Didier, Hambursin, Moreau and Seron 2006), which contains articles by research-
ers from Belgium and France. In the Introduction it is noted that the issue of

1It would appear to be the most recent issue, based on an electronic search of the tables
of contents of the Revue des science de l' education from 1996 to 2007.

2The title (literally 'French has to kill me') reflects a common confusion among students
between the homophonous infinitive tuer and past participle tue.
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spelling is one that raises many questions in post-secondary education because stu-
dents' work is peppered (truffe) with errors. In his article in the collection, Braun
(2006) listed some of the most common errors, which included subject-verb and
past-participial agreement, as well as grammatical homophones.

Manesse (2007) explored the ramifications of a new approach to teaching the
French language at the secondary level, which was introduced in 1996. According
to the author, this approach put greater weight on discourse, accepted more linguis-
tic variation and had moved away from teaching rules and memorization. She and
her co-investigators conducted a comparative study of students' errors in writing in
1987 and 2005 based on a nationally administered dictation Les arbres ('Trees'),
including missing or misdivided words, errors in agreement and conjugation, and
spelling errors. They found that in the nearly 20 years between the dictations there
had been a significant increase in the number of errors: an average of 13.5 major
(lourds) errors in 2005 compared to 8 in 1987. This translated into a difference of
approximately two grade levels; for example, 14-year-olds in 2005 made the same
number of errors as 12-year-olds in 1987. Manesse attributed this increase in major
errors to the fact that under the new program there was more emphasis on dis-
course than sentence-level grammar. She noted that university professors deplored
the quality of students' spelling, but did not feel it was their place to remedy it
(citing Elalouf et al., 1998).

There have been recent initiatives to ensure that francophone university gradu-
ates in Quebec and New Brunswick have an appropriate level of Referential French.
In 1985 university administrators in Quebec voiced their concerns about the quality
of the written French of post-secondary students, after professors had been raising
the issue for a number of years, and in 1992 the Ministry of Education decreed that
all students would need to pass a French-language proficiency examination before
they could be admitted to university, in order to continue at university or in order
to graduate. The first test was administered in the spring of 1992, and most fail-
ures were due to two criteria: syntax and punctuation, and lexical and grammatical
spelling (Lepine 1995). All CEGEP students have had to pass a French-language
proficiency test before they can graduate,3 and most francophone Quebec univer-
sities offer remedial French-language courses for francophones and allophones4
(Lefran90is, Laurier, Lazure and Claing 2005).

In New Brunswick, at the francophone university, l'Universite de Moncton,
all undergraduate students must take a minimum of six credits in French, begin-
ning with FRAN 1903,5 La langue et les normes ('Language and norms'). Accord-

3For readers not familiar with the post-secondary system in Quebec, CEGEPs offer two
kinds of programs, some of which lead to a diploma and others which serve as a transition
between high school and university.

4An anonymous evaluator was unfamiliar with the term "allophone" in this context.
It refers to a speaker, particularly in Quebec, whose first language is neither English nor
French, or an aboriginal language.

5www2.umoncton.ca/cfdocs/repertoire/ler_cycle/fran1903.htm.
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ing to Gauvin (2002), the purpose of this course is twofold. First, throughout the
semester teachers and students evaluate the students' proficiency in writing using a
series of exercises and writing samples. Based on this diagnostic students take from
one to three subsequent French language courses,6 and cannot register for third- or
fourth-year courses without having fulfilled this linguistic requirement (Universite
de Moncton 2007). The second goal of FRAN 1903 is to expose students to ba-
sic concepts of sociolinguistic variation, emphasizing appropriate language use de-
pending on the context, and showing that non-standard varieties are also systematic
and rule-governed. The role of the norm in a university context is also discussed.
This consciousness raising (prise de conscience, p. 9) is done through readings,
exercises and discussions.

While there has been a great deal of research concerning students' errors, to the
best of my knowledge Lefran~ois et al. (2005) is the only study to investigate the ef-
fectiveness of instruction in the referential variety on post-secondary students in the
French-speaking world. Subjects were CEGEPand university students with weak
skills in Referential French who were registered in writing courses or receiving peer
tutoring at a language centre. Results showed that there were significant differences
between pre- and post-test scores for all groups, but that there were no significant
differences in the progress of the treatment groups and the control group. The au-
thors noted that control group was significantly stronger to begin with, and argued
that the weaker students might not have progressed without intervention. One of
the areas that was most problematic and which showed the most improvement after
instruction was l' orthographe grammaticale 'grammatical spelling'. Grammatical
spelling is an aspect of spelling in French which involves inflected forms of words,
for example gender and number.

The goal of this article is to investigate the influence of instruction and expo-
sure on the production of several elements of grammatical spelling by francophone
university students in New Brunswick. I will look specifically at verbal inflection in
the passe simple 'simple past', past participial agreement and subject-verb agree-
ment.

2. ELEMENTS OF GRAMMATICAL SPELLING

As Barbaud (1997) noted, Referential French is a complex written code which is
acquired at school, and its acquisition may continue well into adulthood. In this
section, I will give a brief description of three elements of this complex written
code which have shown to be sources of errors in francophone university students'

6www2.umoncton.ca/cfdocs/repertoire/ler_cycle/fran1913.htm
Redaction universitaire ('University composition'), www2.umoncton. cal cfdocs /
repertoire/ler_cycle/franl923. htm Grammaire fondamentale ('Basic
grammar') and/or www2. umoncton. cal cfdocs/ repertoire/ ler_cycle/
fran1933. htm Grammaire de la phrase ('Sentence-level grammar') (see Universite de
Moncton 2007:231).
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writing, namely verb conjugations, specifically the passe simple (Section 2.1), past
participial agreement (Section 2.2) and subject-verb agreement (Section 2.3).

2.1. The passe simple

In Standard French the passe simple is extremely rare in oral language and is found
mostly in historical or literary texts. (Bescherelle: L' art de conjuguer 1998; Char-
trand et al. 1999; Grevisse 2003). Turning to the vernacular variety, in Nova Sco-
tia Acadian French, use of the passe simple is robust by both younger and older
speakers (Dulong 1959; Gesner 1979,1985; Ryan 1989) but it is very infrequent or
non-existent in New Brunswick Acadian French (Peronnet 1986 for the Southeast;
Flikeid 1989 for the Northeast).

Under the French-language curriculum for francophone schools in New Bruns-
wick (Ministere de I'Education 2005), secondary students learn to identify verb
tenses and explain how they are appropriate for particular communicative purposes.
According to the curriculum, in narrations the main events of the story which ad-
vance the plot line are expressed in the passe simple while the imparfait 'imperfect'
provides background. As with other verb forms, in the passe simple students must
learn the root and which inflectional endings it takes.

It is likely that the use of this verb form by Acadian speakers from New
Brunswick would be a result of instruction at secondary school rather than influence
of the vernacular, but the alternate hypothesis will be explored in Section 3.1.

2.2. Past Participial Agreement

Learning Referential French requires not only that students know the form of the
past participle with irregular verbs, but also which auxiliary it takes and when to in-
dicate agreement in gender and number.? The past participle agrees with the subject
in the case of verbs conjugated with etre 'be', (Ia and lb) and with pre-posed direct
objects in the case of verbs conjugated with avoir 'have' '. The two most frequent
contexts for the latter are direct object clitic pronouns (I c) or the relative pronoun
que 'that' as in (ld).

(1) a. Le gan;;on-SG.M est arrive-SG.M.PP /La fille-sG.F est arrivee-SG.F.PP
the boy is arrived /the girl is arrived
'The boy (has) arrived.' / 'The girl (has) arrived.'

7The following abbreviations are used:
I first person M masculine
2 second person ORTHO orthographic
3 third person PRES present
AGR agreement PL plural
COND conditional PP past participle
F feminine PS passe simple
FUT future SG singular
IMP imperfect
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b. Les gar~ons-pL.Msont arrives-pL.M.PPlLes filles-PL.Fsont arriveeS-pL.F.PP
the boys are arrived. /the girls are .arrived
'The boys (have) arrived.' / 'The girls (have) arrived.'

c. l' ai achete des fraisesi-pL.F, mais mon fils les-PLia mangeeS-pL.F.Pp8

1 have bought some strawberries but .my son them has eaten
'I bought some strawberries,but my son ate themlhas eaten them.'

d. Mon fils a mange les fraises-pL.F[que [j' ai acheteeS-pL.F.PP]]
my son has eaten the strawberries which 1 have bought
'My son has eaten the strawberrieswhich 1bought.'

Lafontaine and Legros (1995) found that the university students in their study
had a tendency to over-generalize the rule of participial agreement with etre to verbs
conjugated with avoir: 80% of students' errors with avoir involved agreement when
there was no direct object or when the direct object was post-verbal. In these cases
subjects made the past participle agree with the subject ("des cas qui font appel a la
regie generale" [po 129] 'cases which call for the general rule'). For example when
asked to verbalize the rule for (2a), which is ungrammatical in Referential French,
one subject verbalized that since la popularite 'popularity' preceded the verb and
is feminine, cessee-F was correct. In Referential French the past participle does
not agree with the subject when the verb is conjugated with avoir, so the correct
response would be (2b).

(2) a. *La popularite-SG.Fdu vaudeville a cessee-SG.F.PPvers la fin du XIXe siecle.
'The popularity of vaudeville ceased towards the end of the 19thcentury.'

b. La popularite-SG.Fdu vaudeville a cesse-SG.M.PPvers la findu XIXe siecle.

Lafontaine and Legros (1995) described another source of errors, what they
called "verb agreement errors", which included using the infinitive where the past
participle was appropriate, for example "La mentalite des hommes a changer"
(p. 134 ['Men's mentality has change- INF' D.This is one example of the homophony
of French spelling which makes its mastery difficult. Indeed, in one section of
Simard's (1995) study, students were asked to verbalize as they corrected errors:
one third of verbalizations dealt with homophony. There were 60 cases of verbal-
izations relating to the homophonous infinitive - er and past participle -e. Students
employed a replacement strategy for verifying whether the infinitive or past partici-
ple should be employed by replacing the form of a regular verb such as aimer- INF
or aime-pp with an irregular verb such as battre-INF or battu-PP to see if the form
was correct. Weaker students were more likely to use replacement strategies than
the stronger ones. Farid (1992) also found that past-participial agreement was prob-
lematic for university students in Quebec.

8Theplural pronoun les is unmarked for gender, but its antecedent is feminine.
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2.3. Subject-verb agreement

No. 29, 2008

The issue of homophony in French mentioned in Section 2.2 also causes difficul-
ties with subject-verb agreement. Fayol, Hupet and Largy (1999) noted that acquir-
ing subject-verb agreement in French is particularly challenging since singular and
plural inflections in the present tense are homophonous with regular verbs. Largy,
Fayol and Lemaire (1996) referred to this characteristic of French as "silent mor-
phology": there is no direct correspondence between the oral and written forms.
They found that subjects' performance on a recall task was more accurate with
irregular verbs in which there is an audible difference in the present (e.g., boit-
3sG and boivent-3PL) than with regular verbs where there is no difference (e.g.,
arrive-3SG and arrivent-3PL). Similarly, Largy and Fayol (2002) showed that in-
duced "attraction errors" in undergraduate students were less frequent with irregu-
lar verbs, when there was a phonological distinction between singular and plural in
the present (i.e., boit/boivent [bwa]/[bwav] vs. arrive/arrivent [aRiv]/[aRiv]), and
Largy, Cousin and Dedeyan's (2005) study showed that with expert adults fewer
errors could be induced with irregular verbs, where there is a difference in pro-
nunciation of the singular and plural (e.g., boit-3sG and boivent-3PL) compared to
regular verbs where there is none (arrive-3SG and arrivent-3PL).

Fayol, Hupet and Largy (1999) noted that although subject-verb agreement
errors in speech are rare in adult speech and writing, when they do occur it is in
particular contexts: the most frequent one being in [DP[DP][pp[p [DP]]' particularly
when the DP in PP is plural (e.g., *Lafille-3sG des voisins-3PL chantent-3pL. * 'The
daughter ofthe neighbours sing.'). Following Bock and Eberhard (1993) they called
these "attraction errors" (p. 157). Franck and Hupert (2001) also noted that subject-
verb agreement errors in spontaneous speech were rare and systematic, and that
many are due to what they called "proximity" or "attraction" (p. 5). Chanquoy and
Alamargot (2002) made a similar point.

In traditional Acadian French the 3PL ending is -ont in the present and -iont in
the imperfect: Peronnet (199.1) for south-eastern New Brunswick and Beaulieu, Ci-
chocki and Balcom, (2002) for north-eastern New Brunswick, the regions of origin
for the subjects in the current study. Chiasson-Albert (2005) used a picture elicita-
tion task with children from the same community as those in Beaulieu, Cichocki
and Balcom (2001), and found that the production of -ont decreased from 36.2% by
the 4- to 5-year-olds to 24.0% by the 10- to 12-year-olds. She examined the same
social variables as those proposed by Beaulieu, Cichocki and Balcom (2001), and
found that the children's social network accounted for the frequency of occurrence
of the traditional variant: those who participated in socio-cultural events within and
outside the community used -ont less than those who did not. However, it is clear
that age is also a variable, with the older children using the traditional variant less
than the younger children, likely as a result of schooling. This was an oral task,
and to the best of my knowledge there have been no studies on this variable in the
written French of speakers of Acadian French from these regions. In my analysis I
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will also look for use of this variable in the written production of young adults.

3. PROCEDURE
The data in this article were taken from a project which investigated the acquisi-
tion of auxiliary etre and its syntactic correlates by speakers of New Brunswick
Acadian French. Because the goal of the study was to investigate the acquisition
of Referential French, a written variety, two experimental tasks were used, a con-
trolled production task and an acceptability judgment task. These tasks also meant
that the forms in question could be obtained from a large number of subjects, and
that the linguistic context would be the same for all. Only certain results of the
controlled production task will be discussed in this article.

3.1. Materials

The controlled production task was a narrative (based on Harvey 1981) with 44
blanks to be filled with an appropriate form of the verb in parentheses. An excerpt
is given in (3). It was administered to groups of students during the last 10 to 15
minutes of one of their language classes in the case of the first-year students, and at
the same time in one of their content classes in the case of the fourth-year students.
Students had the choice to remain or leave, but most elected to remain.9 The English
version of (3) is provided in Appendix 1, and the full passage in French is provided
in Appendix 2.

(3) Directives: Lisez soigneusement Ie passage ci-dessous. Remplissez les blancs avec
une forme appropriee du verbe entre parentheses. Il est possible que vous deviez
ajouter un verbe auxi/iaire ou un pronom rejiechi. Parfois, i/ y a plus qu'une possi-
bi/ite, et plusieurs temps verbaux sont acceptables.

Voici des exemples: Jean a perdu (perdre) son livre. Je vais lui donner au lui donnerai
(lui donner) Ie mien. Son livre a ete vole (voler) hier. II s'est mis (mettre) en colere .

. .. En quelques minutes, les toits des maisons de Long Hill __ (brfiler) et toutes
les fenetres __ (briser) a cause de la chaleur. La fumee __ (monter) autour
des edifices et __ (disperser) dans Ie del. Le feu __ (arriver) rapidement a la
belle cathedrale anglicane. Le metal autour des vitraux __ (fondre) a cause de la
chaleur intense ....

3.2. Subjects

Subjects were 80 speakers of New Brunswick Acadian French who were students
at the Universite de Moncton. There were forty first-year students and forty fourth-
year students. The first-year students were twenty females and twenty males rang-
ing in age from 18 to 25, with a mean age of 18.8. The fourth year students were
30 females and 10 males ranging in age from 20 to 44, with a mean age of 23.8.

9The judgment task was administered at the same time.
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TABLE 1
Example of possible responses
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First year 4
Fourth year 8

I 24 2
2 25 2

6
2

I
o

o
I

I
o

I 40
o 40

Although it would have been desirable to have the fourth-year subjects divided
equally between males and females, it was impossible to locate an adequate num-
ber of males. Previous analyses of the first-year subjects (Balcom 2005) had shown
that sex was not a significant variable. Nor was region of origin, so these variables
were not considered in the analysis in this study. All first-year students were reg-
istered in FRAN 1903 and the fourth-year students would all have completed their
French-language requirement.

4. RESULTS

Given the nature of the controlled-production task, a rational cIoze passage with
the infinitival form of the verb provided, there was always more than one possible
correct response. The text was a narrative, so that the majority of responses were
in the passe simple 'simple past' or the passe compose 'compound past' , although
depending on the context the imperfect or another verb form was sometimes used.
To demonstrate the diversity of possible responses, Table I gives all responses for
the verb arriver 'arrive' in the context shown in (4).

(4) Le feu (arriver) bient6t a la belle Cathedrale anglicane.

Consequently, in the presentation of the data which follows, the number of
tokens with a particular verb form does not always add up to the total number of
responses/verb by the number of subjects, since all subjects did not use the same
form in their responses. For this reason the chi-square test was used, because it
measures frequency of responses (nominal data). The numbers in the following ta-
bles represent the frequency of occurrence of a certain form, not the mean number
of correct or incorrect responses. When looking at forms of the passe simple, only
responses in that verb form were considered, and with past participial agreement
only those responses which contained a past participle were analysed. In the ex-
ample given in Table I, for the passe simple the first-year subjects provided 24/40
responses in that form and the fourth-year subjects provided 25/40. Similarly, for
past-participial agreement 6/40 of the first-year subjects' responses and 10/40 of
the fourth-year subjects' responses in Table I were considered. These responses
were then further analysed as correct or incorrect according to Referential French.
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4.1. Passe simple

Based on the discussion of the passe simple in Section 2.1 above, it is likely that the
subjects' use of this verb tense is a result of instruction at secondary school rather
than influence of the vernacular, but the alternate hypothesis wilI be explored below.

4.1.1. Regular verbs

The best testing ground for the question of whether subjects' use of the passe simple
in the controlled-production task is due to influence of the vernacular variety or the
result of instruction in Referential French at secondary school is regular (-er) verbs.
In Acadian French they are what Peronnet (1986) called "i" -forms arrivis, arrivis,
arrivit, arrivirent, etc., while in Referential French the forms are arrivai, arrivas,
arriva, arrive rent, etc.

Out of a total of 447 occurrences of regular verbs in the passe simple there was
only one deviation from Referential French in the form of the inflectional suffix,
tombirent ('fell'; tomberent in Referential French). It seems evident that subjects'
use of the passe simple is a result of instruction at secondary school, and in fact
students have to "unlearn" this verb form at university (Marie-Sylvie Larue, p.c.)
because it is not employed in academic writing.

4.1.2. Irregular verbs

In what follows the term "irregular verb" is used as a cover term for all verbs which
are not regular -er verbs. Following Peronnet (1986), I will classify responses as
"i"-forms and "u"-forms, which relates to whether the inflectional morpheme be-
gins with i (-is, -is, -it, -lmes, -ites, -irent) or u (-us, -us, -ut, -umes, -utes, -urent) in
Referential French.

Table 2 gives the frequency of correct and incorrect forms produced by the
subjects, according to Referential French. "Incorrect" refers only to the inflectional
ending, and does not take into account subject-verb agreement, which will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.

TABLE 2
Responses with irregular passe simple forms by year

First year Fourth year
Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Yates x2 p

"i" -forms 24 24 40 9 9.45 :::;.01
"u"-forms 72 10 69 5 0.77 =.38

With "i"-forms, the differences between the groups are significant (Yates X2 =
9.45, p = 0.002).10 The first-year subjects had as many incorrect as correct re-

IOAll Chi-square calculations were made using Preacher's web facility (Preacher 2001,
April). The Chi-square test is designed for nominal data, that is, frequency counts. In all
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sponses - a 50% error rate - due to their tendency to use the past participial form
rather than the passe simple form with verbs whose past participle ends with -u,
such asfondu-pp (5a), which is homophonous with the 3SG.PS of "u" verbs (-ut),
although a past participle is ungrammatical in this context. Subjects also used passe
simple inflections for regular verbs (-a-3sG.ps), as shown in (5b). Some subjects
also used the Referential French form (5c). There were also cases where the final
-t in the 3sG.ps was omitted (5d), lending support to the hypothesis that with both
"u"- and "i"-forms subjects intended to provide the 3SG form but omitted the silent
-t of the Referential French form.

(5) a. Le metal autour des vitraux fondu a cause de la chaleur intense.
'The metal around the windowsmelted because of the intense heat.'

b. Le metal autour des vitraux fonda a cause de la chaleur intense.
c. Le metal autour des vitraux fondit a cause de la chaleur intense.
d. Le metal autour des vitraux fondi [sic] a cause de la chaleur intense.

Both groups were accurate with the "u"-forms (including with the auxiliaries
avoir and etre), 87.8% correct responses for the first-year subjects and 93.2% for
the fourth-year subjects. The differences between the groups with "u"-forms are
not statistically significant (Yates X2 = 0.77, p = 0.38).

Some errors similarto (5a) also occurred, where the homophonous past partici-
ple was provided rather than -ut-3sG.ps (6a), although in the majority of cases the
correct form was produced (6b). With verbs in the 3PL the majority of responses
were also correct, although several subjects used either the "i" form (6c) or the
regular (-er verb) form (6d), rather than the Referential French form -urent.

(6) a. La fumee epaisse disparu-SG.M.PPmais I'air sentit mauvais pendant quelques
mois apres Ie feu.
'The thick smoke disappeared-pp,II but the air smelled for months after the fire.'

b. La fumee epaisse disparut-3SG.ps mais l'air sentit mauvais pendant quelques
mois apres Ie feu.

c. Seulement deux personnes mourrirent-3pL.ps dans Ie Grand Feu de 1892.
'Only two people died in the Great Fire of 1892.'

d. Tous les magasins disparaisserent-3pL.PSles uns apres les autres.
'All of the shops disappeared one by one.'

2 x 2 tables the Yates' correction for continuity was incorporated. Accepted frequencies of
less than 5 are acceptable if this correction is used (Preacher 2001, April). An anonymous
reviewer noted that a parametric statistical test would be more powerful than the chi-square
test, which is a non-parametric test. This is correct, but the nature of the data, as described
under Results, is not compatible with parametric tests.
IIMorpheme glosses are only given in the English translation when the English form does

not represent the original French one.
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The fact that the past participle of "u"-forms is homophonous with the 3SG of the
passe simple -ut is likely the reason subjects were more accurate with this conjuga-
tion of the passe simple than with the "i"-forms, where several of the verbs in the
task (e.g., etendre,jondre) have past participles in -u but passe simple forms in -it.

4.2. Past participial agreement

There were twenty regular (-er) verbs in the controlled production task, seven of
which are conjugated with etre in Referential French (arriver, se briser, se dis-
perser, monter, rester, se terminer, tomberI2). One regular verb required a response
in the passive voice (toucher). There were also six unergative verbs and five tran-
sitive verbs, all of which are conjugated with avoir in Referential French (aug-
menter, arroser, balayer, bruler, commencer, crier, esperer, lancer, sonner, tra-
vailler) There were also nine irregular verbs: descendre, detruire (in the passive
voice), disparaitre, etendre, jondre, mourir, produire and sentir.13 For each verb
the number of occurrences with both auxiliaries was tabulated, whether or not the
auxiliary occurs with the verb in Referential French. So, for example, 3M avoir in-
cludes responses in which subjects used avoir with verbs which are conjugated with
etre in Referential French (e.g., arriver) as well as with verbs conjugated with avoir
in Referential French (e.g., travailler). In the analysis of agreement, no distinction
was made between auxiliary etre and passive erre since the rules of agreement are
the same. Nor was tense or aspect taken into account (est/etait/jut arrive).

Table 3 shows the frequency of responses consisting of an auxiliary verb avoir
or etre and the past participle. Correct and incorrect past participial agreement is
based on Referential French.

TABLE 3
Past participial agreement by auxiliary, gender and year

First year Fourth year
Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Yates x2 p

Form AGR Form AGR

3M avoir 126 3 12 198 3 12 0.99 = .32
3M etre 158 9 19 195 10 17 0.87 (2df) = .65
3F avoir 52 5 II 79 a 13 1.74 = .19
3F hre 34 4 52 84 a 25 29.92 S .001

Total 370 21 94 556 13 67 23.86 (2df) S .001

12Monter (and the irregular verb descendre, which also occurs in the task) can be conju-
gated with etre or avoir depending on whether the event described by the verb is an accom-
plishment or an activity, respectively. In this task, all events were accomplishments, where
etre is preferred. (See Balcom 2008 for further discussion of this issue.)

13Some verbs occurred more than once in the passage.
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Most responses with an auxiliary were in the passe compose 'compound past' ,
but some were also in the plus-que parfait 'pluperfect' (7a and 7b) or the passe
anterieur 'past anterior' (7c). The first-year subjects used the passe simple more
and the passe compose less than did the fourth-year subjects, so that the total num-
ber of responses with auxiliaries is fewer. (See Balcom 2008 for further details on
this point.)

(7) a. En peu de temps, une dizaine de maisons etaient brfilees sur la rue Freshwater,
puis une vingtaine.

'Soon a dozen houses were burned on Freshwater Road, then twenty.'

b. L'intensite des f1ammes avait augmente ...

'The intensity of the flames had increased ... '

c. En peu de temps, une dizaine de maisons furent brfilees sur la rue Freshwater,
puis une vingtaine.

'Soon a dozen houses were burned on Freshwater Road, then twenty.'

As can be seen in Table 3, there were a total of 115/485 (23.7%) form and
agreement errors in the first-year subjects' responses compared to 80/636 (12.6%)
for the fourth-year subjects. The differences between the groups are statistically
significant (X2 = 23.86,2 df. p < 0.001). There were few errors in form, 21/485
(4.3%) for the first-year subjects and 13/636 (2.0%) for the fourth-year subjects.
In most cases subjects wrote the homophonous infinitive, for example arriver or
bruler rather than arrive or brule.

With irregular verbs subjects also had a tendency to provide incorrect though
homophonous forms: produis-II2SG.ps rather than produit-pp (8a) or disparut-
3SG.ps rather than disparu-pp (8b). These forms occurred with an auxiliary so they
cannot be considered present or passe simple forms.

(8) a. Le "Grand Feu" a ete produis a St.-Jean Terre-neuve Ie 8 juillet 1892.

'The "Great Fire" has been produced ('took place') in St. John's, Newfoundland
on July 8, 1892.

b. La fumee epaisse avait disparut ...

'The thick smoke had disappeared ... '

As mentioned above, the differences between the groups were significant. How-
ever, if the different types of responses are examined separately, there are no signif-
icant differences between the groups with past participles occurring with avoir, or
with participles occurring with etre with a masculine subject, both of which are the
unmarked case. However, there were highly significant differences (p ::; .001) in
agreement errors in past participles occurring with etre with feminine subjects. As
was shown above in (Ia) and (Ib), in Referential French the participle and the sub-
ject agree in gender and number. The first-year students made significantly more
errors, 52/90 (56.5%) compared to 251109 (22.9%) by the fourth-year subjects. All
3SG.F errors consisted in omitting the -e morpheme to mark feminine gender (9a)
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and (9b). For responses requiring 3PL.F agreement, almost all errors by the first-
year students consisted of giving the unmarked case, that is, the 3SG.M shown in
(9c) and (9d). In contrast, the fourth-year subjects made errors in gender, but the
plural number was correct (ge).

(9) a.. .. une pipe-SG.F allumee est tombe-SG.M.PP dans Ie foin.

' a lit pipe fell into the hay.'

b je me suis rendu compte que la rue-SG.F ou j'habitais etait probablement
touche-SG.M.PP par la destruction.

' ... I realized that the street where I was living had probably been touched by the
destruction.'

c toutes les fenetreS-PL.F furent brise-SG.M.PP it cause de la chaleur.
' all of the windows were broken because of the heat.'

d. D'autres balayaient Ies etincelles quand elles-3pL.F sont tombe-SG.M.PP sur les
toits.

'Others were sweeping the sparks as they are fallen ('fell') onto the roofs.'

e. Seulement deux personnes-PL.F sont morts-PL.M.PP dans Ie Grand Feu de 1892.

'Only two people are died ('died') in the Great Fire of 1892.'

Both groups had a tendency make the past participles of verbs conjugated with
avoir agree with the grammatical subject. As can be seen in Table 3, subjects made
errors in agreement with 3PL.M and 3SG/PL.F subjects occurring with avoir, mark-
ing the past participle with plural (I Da) and (1Db) or feminine plural inflection (1Dc)
and (lOd), although in Referential French past participles conjugated with avoir do
not agree with the grammatical subject but rather a pre-posed object.

(10) a. D'autreS-PL.M ont balayes-pL.M.PP les etincelles .,.

'Others have swept the sparks ... '

b les genS-pL.M ont cries-PL.M.PP

' people have screamed'

c. Bient6t une dizaine de maisons-pL.F ont briHees-pL.F.PP sur la rue Freshwater

'Soon a dozen houses have burned on Freshwater Road ... '

d. Les alarmes-pL.F d'incendie avaient sonnees-pL.F.PP .,.

These errors are likely due to over-generalization of the rules of agreement for
verbs conjugated with etre, where the past participle does agree with the subject in
person and number.

As mentioned above, in Acadian French the 3PL forms are -ont-3PL.PRES and
-iont-3PL.IMP. In the fill-in-the blanks task there were 14 verbs calling for a re-
sponse in the 3pL. There was not one response in which the traditional Acadian
inflectional ending was used.
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4.3. Subject-verb agreement

In Section 4.1 I discussed subjects' departures from Referential French with in-
flectional suffixes in the passe simple. In this section I will examine subject-verb
agreement, but based on the subjects' own system, whether or not the suffix is cor-
rect in Referential French. For example, a response of descenderent-3pL.ps with
a 3SG subject is considered an agreement error, but etenda-3SG is not-although
in Referential French the correct response is etendit- because -a is the 3SG form
for regular verbs in the passe simple. If subjects wrote 1I2SG in a 3SG context I
considered it an error in subject-verb agreement even though the two endings are
homophonous (lla), the first in the passe simple and the second in the imparfait,
both of which are written with an unpronounced -t in the 3SG. I deliberated long
and hard before deciding to consider responses such as (11b) as orthographic rather
than agreement errors. As will be seen in Table 4 this type of error is far more fre-
quent than errors such as (lOa), and combining the two types of responses would
have obscured this pattern.

(11) a. La fumee epaisse disparus-1I2sG.ps, mais l'air sentais-l/2sG.IMP toujours mau-
vms meme quelques mois apres l'incendie.

'The thick smoke disappeared-1I2sG, but the air smelled-1/2sG bad for months
after the fire.'

b. La fumee epaisse disparu-SG.M.PP, mais l'air senti-SG.M.PP toujours mauvais
meme quelques mois apres l'incendie.

'The thick smoke disappeared-pp but the air smelled-pp bad for months after
the fire.'

Table 4 gives the responses to irregular verbs in contexts where a 3SG response was
required. There were 7 verbs which fell into this category.

TABLE 4

Responses with 3sG agreement by year with irregular verbs

First year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Fourth year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Auxiliaryl4
Passe simple
Other verb form

Total

109
27
96

232

3
2
I

6

1
38
I

40

148
43
68

259

3
I
I

5

o
12
I

13

14Both auxiliaries in French are irregular verbs, but in this section I have put the results
under "Regular" and "Irregular" verbs, depending on the lexical verb they occurred with.
The context the verb occurred in is the same for subject-verb agreement, and the same types
of errors (e.g., attraction errors) occurred with both lexical verbs and auxiliaries.
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For responses in the passe simple, first-year subjects made significantly more er-
rors that the fourth-year subjects, 40/67 (59.7%) compared to 13/56 (23.2%) for the
fourth-year subjects. These differences are highly significant (Yates X2 = 14.56,
P < 0.001). The differences between the subjects are attributable to the high num-
ber of orthographic errors made by the first year students, 40/278 (14.4%) com-
pared to 13/277 (4.7%). In many cases subjects wrote -u-PP instead of -ut-3sG.ps,
particularly with descendre (12a) and disparaftre (12b). Recall that, as discussed in
Section 4.2, the opposite effect obtained with past participles, where some subjects
wrote -ut-3sG.ps for the past participial ending rather than -u-PP. In these cases the
two endings are also homophonous.

(12) a. Le feu descendu-SG.M.PP jusqu'a la rue Duckworth et ensuite jusqu'a la rue
Water.
'The fire descended-PP to Duckworth Street, and then to Water Street.

b. La fumee epaisse disparu-SG.M.PP, mais l'air sentait mauvais pendant quelques
mois apres Ie feu.
'The thick smoke disappeared-pp, but the air smelled-PP bad for months after
the fire.'

It is possible that the subjects intended these forms to be past participles rather than
the passe simple even though they are ungrammatical in context, since they occur
in independent clauses.

This hypothesis is supported by sentences such as (13) where subjects added
agreement markers.

(13) La fumee epaisse disparue-SG.F.PP, mais l'air sentait mauvais pendant quelques mois
apres Ie feu.
'The thick smoke disappeared-PP, but the air smelled-PP bad for months after the fire.'

There were no significant differences between the groups with auxiliaries or "Other"
verb forms in their singular form, which is the unmarked case.

Table 5 gives the responses with irregular verbs requiring a 3PL form. There
were only two verbs in this category. Again, the fourth-year subjects were signifi-
cantly more accurate than the first-year subjects (Yates X2 = 9.91, P < 0.001).
With the first-year subjects' 3PL agreement errors in the passe simple, 8/11 (72.7%)
involved providing the past participial form, (disparu( s) (14a) and mouru( s)) 15 as in
(14b). In 3PL contexts I considered them agreement errors rather than orthographic
errors because the singular and plural forms are not homophonous-the singular
is -ut and the plural -urent.

(14) a. Tous les magasins disparuS-pL.M.PP les uns apres les autres.
'All of the shops disappeared-PP one by one.'

15The traditional Acadian past participle is mouri, but it did not occur in this task. Mouru
is likely over-generalization of the -u suffix from similar verbs such as courir, or from the
passe simple, mourus, mourut, etc.
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TABLE 5
Responses with 3PL agreement by year with irregular verbs

First year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Fourth year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Auxiliary 37 3 0
Passe simple 12 11 I
Other verb form 10 6 0

Total 59 20

39
24
10

73

o
2
3

5

o
o
o
o

b. Seulement deux personneS-pL.F mourrues-pL.F.PP dans Ie Grand Feu de 1892.
'Only two people dead-PP in the Great Fire of 1892.'

In 3PL contexts subjects also provided 3SG forms such as those in (15), as well as
3SG forms of auxiliaries, as in (16).

(15) a. Tous les magasins disparut-3SG.ps/disparaitra-3sG.FUT/disparaissait-3sG.IMpies
uns apres les autres.
'All of the shops disappeared/will disappear/was disappearing-3sG one by one.'

b. Seulement deux personnes moura-3sG.PS/meurt-3SG.PRES dans Ie Grand Feu de
1892.
'Only two people died-sG/dies in the Great Fire of 1892.'

(16) a. Tous les magasins a-Aux.3sG.PRES disparu-SG.M.PP les uns apres les autres.

b. Seulement deux personnes avait-Aux.3sG.IMP mouru-SG.M.PP dans Ie Grand
Feu de 1892.

These are unambiguous agreement errors.
Table 6 gives responses with regular verbs requiring a 3SG subject. There were

15 verbs in this category.

TABLE 6
Responses with 3sG agreement by year with regular (-er) verbs

First year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Fourth year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Auxiliary
Passe simple
Other verb form

Total

202
199
160

561

6
4
9

19

2
1
12

15

260
161
148

569

3
I
10

14

9
2
4

15

Both groups made a small number of errors of agreement and orthography - 34/595
(5.7%) for the first-year subjects and 29/598 (4.8%) for the fourth-year subjects.
The differences between the groups were not significant (X2 = 0.81, 2df, p = 0.67).
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Agreement errors were of two types: writing the 1/2SG form as in (17a), or
providing the 3PL as in (17b) and (17c).

(17) a. La vision de la ville en feu m'effrayais-I/2sG.IMP.
'The sight of the burning city frightened me.'

b. Ensuite, avec un grand fracas, Ie c10cherde la cathedrale tombirent-3pL.ps.
'Then, with a crash, the high roof collapsed-3PL.'

c. . .. Ie vent rugissant lancaient-3pL.IMPdes etincelles brfilantes dans toutes les
directions.
' ... the roaring wind tossed-3PLthe burning sparks in all directions.'

By far the most common error was with augmenter, where, as can be seen in
(18) the grammatical subject is singular, but the PP post-modifying the head noun
contains a plural noun, As mentioned in Section 2.3, this is a systematic error of
"attraction" (Chanquoy and Negro, 1996; Fayol, Hupet and Largy, 1999; Franck
and Hupert, 2001) which occurs in [DP[DP][pp[p [DP]] structures, particularly when
the NP in PP is plural.

(18) [DP[DPL'intensite-3SG [ppdes flammes-3PL]DP]]augmenterent-3pL.ps/augmen-
taient-3PL.IMP.
'The intensity of the flames increased-3PL.'

Both groups of subjects were very accurate with 3SG forms, which is the unmarked
case.

Table 7 gives responses with verbs calling for a 3PL form. There were 10 verbs
in this category.

TABLE 7
Responses with 3PLagreement by year with regular (-er) verbs

First year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Fourth year
Correct Incorrect

AGR ORTHO

Auxiliary
Passe simple
Other verb form

Total

79
42
199

320

9
20
42

71

o
o
4

4

123
28
230

381

2
8
6

16

o
o
3

3

The first-year subjects made a total of 71/395 (18.0%) errors, compared to 16/400
(4.0%) for the fourth-year subjects. These differences are highly significant (X2 =
40.03, 2df, p < 0.001). Many of the agreement errors again involved homophony
with the imperfect (19a), the present (19b) and the conditional (19c).

(19) a mes voisins-PLtravaillait-3sG.IMPpour arreter la propagation du feu.
' my neighbours were working to stop the fire from spreading.'
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b. Plusieurs de mes voisins-PLarrose-3SG.PRESles murs des maisons ...
'Some of my neighbours sprays water on the walls of the houses ... '

c. D'autres balayaient les etincelles quand elles tomberait-3SG.coND/aurait-
3SG.CONDtombe-SG.M.PPsur les toits.
'Others were sweeping the sparks as they would-3SGfall/have fallen onto the
roofs.'

Other errors could be due to lack of knowledge of subject-verb agreement with
nouns of quantity (20a), or with a PP post-modifying the head noun (20b)-the
attraction error mentioned above-although most could also be due to the ho-
mophony of the 3PL brulaient-3pL.IMP, brU!ent-3PL.PRES and sonnaient-3PL.IMP.

(20) a. Vne dizaine-sG de maisons-PLbrfilait-3SG.IMP/brfile-3sG.PRES.
'Soon a dozen houses was buming/bums.'

b. [DP[DPLes alarmes-3PL[ppde feu-3sG] DP]] sonnait-3sG.IMP/sonna-3sG.ps/
a-3SG.PRESsonne-SG.M.PP...
'Fire bells was ringing/ranglhas rung ... '

As with past participles and the passe simple forms, in some cases it is difficult to
disambiguate subjects' responses.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The response to the research question - whether four years of instruction in and ex-
posure to Referential French at university has an effect on subjects' performance-
is affirmative. Although there is still variability in the fourth year students' results,
their performance was significantly closer to Referential French than that of the
first-year students with three elements of grammatical spelling: verb forms in the
passe simple, past participle forms and agreement, and subject-verb agreement.

It is clear that subjects' use of the passe simple is a result of instruction at
secondary school rather than influence of the vernacular, since there was only one
case of a vernacular form in the results. The fourth-year subjects employed this
verb form less than did the first-year subjects (they had "unlearned" it), and when
they did use it they were more accurate, with both regular and irregular forms.
Homophony between passe simple and past-participial forms caused a high error
rate among first year subjects.

As mentioned in Section 2.3, in Acadian French the traditional 3PL forms are
-ont-3pL.PRES and -iont-3pL.IMP. However, in the two tasks in this study there
was not one response in which the traditional Acadian inflectional ending was
used. According to French-language teachers in two different francophone high
schools in north-eastern New Brunswick (the region of origin of half the students
in the current study), -ont occurs very rarely in the written production of grade 10
students and not at all in the writing of grade 11 and 12 students, although both
teachers mentioned that they had heard -ont in the oral production of their students
(Natalie Chiasson-Albert, p.c.). And according to a French-language professor at
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I'Universite de Moncton, this inflectional suffix is used very rarely in writing by
students, even those in their first course at university (FRAN 1903) and it never oc-
curs in their writing by the time they have completed all required French-language
courses. She noted that "Cela semble reserve a l' oral" ('This seems to be reserved
for speech', E. Foex, p.c.). This anecdotal evidence from both high-school and uni-
versity teachers confirms the findings of this study: the traditional Acadian -ont-3PL

does not occur in the written production of Acadian speakers.
With past participial forms of both regular and irregular verbs there were also

errors due to homophony between the infinitive and past participle, and between
the passe simple and the past participle, errors which were more prevalent with the
first-year subjects. Lafontaine and Legros (1995) and Simard (1995) both attested
to errors by Quebec university students due to the homophonous infinitive -er and
past participle -e.

Turning to past participial agreement, there were no significant differences be-
tween the groups with past participles conjugated with avoir, or with participles oc-
curring with are with a masculine singular subject, both of which are the unmarked
case. Fourth-year subjects were significantly more accurate with agreement in past
participles occurring with are with feminine and plural subjects (although some
did not include both markings in 3PL.F contexts). Both groups had a tendency to
over-generalize the rule for past-participial agreement with verbs conjugated with
etre to verbs conjugated with avoir, making the past participle agree with the gram-
matical subject in number and/or gender. As mentioned in Section 2.2, this over-
generalization was also found in Lafontaine and Legros' (1995) study of university
students in Quebec.

With subject-verb agreement there were two major reasons for the significant
differences between the two groups:

I. the large number of errors made by the first year students due to homophony
between 3SG and 3PL forms with the imperfect, the present and the condi-
tional, what Fayol, Hupet and Largy (1999) referred to as "silent morphol-
ogy";

2. "attraction" errors in [DP[DP] [pp[p [DP]] structures, where subjects made the
verb agree with the DP in PP rather than with the head noun.

A number of researchers using different tasks and different groups of subjects
found performance was more accurate when there was a phonological distinction
between singular and plural (Largy, Fayol and Lemaire, 1996; Largy and Fayol,
2002; Largy, Cousin and DeMyan 2005), and that subject-verb agreement errors
are more likely in the context [DP[DPHpp[p [DP]] (Fayol, Hupet and Largy 1999;
Franck and Hupert 2001; Chanquoy and Alamargot 2002).

According to Largy, Cousin and Dedeyan (2005) unconscious access to mem-
orized instances is more efficient than applying a rule: it is rapid and with a low
cognitive load. They argued that the difference between novice and expert writers
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is that the latter know when to look for errors and apply the rule, for example in con-
structions containing [op [op] [pp [p"[op]], by making use of monitoring strategies.
Although both novice and expert writers may know the rule, only the expert has an
efficient procedure for knowing when to apply it. The subjects in the study reported
in this article, like the novice writers in Largy, Cousin and Dedeyan's (2005) study,
were prone to "proximity" or "attraction" errors, but the first-year subjects made
significantly more errors than the fourth-year subjects. This result suggests that
they had not yet acquired fully automatic monitoring strategies for seeking out and
verifying such errors, but that by fourth year the subjects' strategies and monitoring
were more effective, although they were not yet experts.

Fayol (2003) maintained that agreement with nouns was easier to acquire and
produce than subject-verb agreement because the former is conceptual (that is, it
encodes the concept of number) while the latter is purely formal. He argued that
there was purely formal motivation for agreement of adjectives with nouns, and that
this agreement is acquired after singular-plural agreement but before subject-verb
agreement because the relationship is more local. He also noted a frequency effect:
-s marking plural on adjectives is more frequent than -ent marking plural on verbs,
which also accounts for its earlier acquisition and fewer errors with adults. The
subjects in this study had not completely mastered subject-verb agreement, which
might, as Fayol suggested, be due to its relative infrequency in the input.

Largy, Fayol and Lemaire (1996) and Largy, Cousin and Dedeyan (2005) con-
cluded that audible cues reduced error frequency with subject-verb agreement be-
cause there is no competition between homophonous inflectional suffixes. This was
not the case in the present study: the majority of subject-verb agreement errors oc-
curred when students used the passe simple, where the present and past forms dif-
fer (e.g.,jondit-3sG.ps andjondirent-3pL.ps or disparut-3sG.ps and disparurent-
3pL.ps). Subjects' errors are likely due to the fact that this verb form is rarely en-
countered even in written French at the university level, outside literature courses.
Many subjects may have been unfamiliar with the past forms, and employed the
unmarked 3sG as a default.

Homophony, between 3SG and 3PL forms, between past participles in -u and
the homophonous l/2/3SG.PS (-us and -ut) and between infinitives and past partici-
ples, accounts for a large number of errors in the present study. Researchers who
have studied the acquisition and use of silent morphology in French have noted
that automaticity plays a significant role; experienced writers can call upon rules
(declarative knowledge) as well as memorized instances (procedural knowledge).
Chanquoy and Alamargot (2002) maintained that expertise in writing entails acti-
vating knowledge of spelling, lexical items and syntax stored in long-term memory,
but that access to this knowledge must be automatic before it can be used during the
revision process, and that this. knowledge interacts with working memory. Fayol,
Hupet and Largy (1999) also maintained that for skilled writers, elements of ortho-
graphic spelling, such as subject-verb agreement is automatic. The higher accuracy
rate by fourth-year subjects in three elements of orthographic spelling - conjuga-
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tion in the passe simple, past-participial agreement and subject-verb agreement-
supports these researchers' contention that exposure and practice can lead to more
effective and automatic procedures in writing in French.

As mentioned in the Introduction, Lefran~ois et al. (2005) was the first study in
the French-speaking world to examine the effect of instruction on students' learning
of Referential French. While they looked at short-term results and the results on this
study are longer term, the findings are similar: there is an improvement in certain
aspects of grammatical spelling after instruction and exposure to Referential French
input. From the results of this study it can be inferred that explicit instruction in
French, along with four years of exposure to Referential French in their classes
had a positive effect on subjects' performance with certain aspects of grammatical
spelling.

Based on these results it is not possible to determine whether this learning is
due to explicit instruction and correction, or input in their course lectures and read-
ings. The fact that the control group in Lefran~ois et al also improved from pre- to
post-test suggests that written input in a post-secondary environment, even without
instruction, has a positive effect on students' learning of Referential French.

Research on the effects of form-focused instruction in learning a second lan-
guage suggests that both playa role, and it likely that the same is true in learning
a second variety. Longitudinal studies of subjects' university-level writing would
give a fuller picture of the subjects' mastery of Referential French, as would short-
term classroom-based studies on the effect of instruction. Earlier studies on the
effect of instruction on learning a second variety showed "modestly successful re-
suits", but such studies were abandoned in the late 1970s along with the L2 teaching
approach to second-dialect learning (Siegel 2003:206).
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ApPENDIX 1:
ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE CONTROLLED-PRODUCTION TASK

Directions: Carefully read the passage below. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate form
of the verb in parentheses. You may need to add an auxiliary verb or a reflexive pronoun.
Sometimes there may be more than one possibility, and several verb tenses may be accept-
able. Here are some examples:

John Lost OR /1,as Lost (lose) his book. I am gotng to gt'lJe OR 'WiLL
~ him mine. His book was stoLen (steal) yesterday. He SE got angry

(... In a few minutes the roofs of the houses on Long's Hill __
(burn), and all of the windows __ (break) because of the heat. Smoke
__ (rise) from the buildings and __ (spread) in the sky. Soon
the fire __ (arrive) at the beautiful Anglican Cathedral. The metal
around the windows __ (melt) because of the intense heat. ... )

ApPENDIX 2:
CONTROLLED-PRODUCTION TASK

LE GRAND FEU DE 1892 A ST-JEAN TERRE-NEUVE

Le "Grand Feu" (produire) a St.-Jean Terre-neuve Ie 8 juillet 1892. II

_______ (commencer) dans ('etable de Timothy O'Brien's, au coin de la rue

Freshwater et de la rue Pennywell. Le feu (arriver) parce qu'une pipe

allumee (tomber) dans Ie foin.

Bientot une dizaine de maisons (brfiler) sur la rue Freshwater,

ensuite une vingtaine. L'intensite des flammes (augmenter) et Ie vent

rugissant (Iancer) les etincelles brfilantes de tous cotes. Le feu

(etendre) tres rapidement. Les alarmes d'incendie (sonner) et les gens
_______ (crier).

En quelques minutes les toits des maisons a la Colline de Long

(brfiler) et toutes les fenetres (briser) a cause de la chaleur. La fumee

_______ (monter) autour des edifices et (disperser) dans Ie

del. Le feu (arriver) bientot a la belle Cathedrale anglicane. Le metal

autour des vitraux (fondre) a cause de la chaleur intense. Ensuite, avec

un grand fracas, Ie haut toit de la cathedrale (tomber). Enfin, tout Ie

beau vitrail (briser). Le feu (descendre) jusqu'a la

rue Duckworth et ensuite jusqu' a la rue Water. Tous les magasins (dis-

paraitre) Ies uns apres les autres. Aucun magasin (rester).

A ce moment, je (rendre compte) que la rue oiJje
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(habiter) (probablement toucher) par la destruction. Je _

(courir) chez moL Quand je (arriver) a Devon Row, mes voisins _

(travailler) pour arreter la propagation du feu. Plusieurs (arroser) les

murs des maisons avec de l'eau. D'autres (balayer) les etincelles quand

elles (tomber) sur les toits. Nous (craindre) que les

toits (tomber), mais cela (ne pas produire). Entin,

Ie feu - (terminer) douze heures apres qu'j) (com-

mencer). Le lendemain matin, je (promener) autour de la scene horrible

dans la ville. La vision de la ville brfilante (effrayer). La fumee epaisse

------- (disparaitre) mais l'air (sentir) mauvais pendant

quelques mois apres Ie feu.

Seulement deux personnes (mourir) dans Ie Grand Feu de 1892.

Pourtant, la perte de la propriete a ete considerable et beaucoup de monde _

(ne pas habiter) leurs maisons pendant plusieurs mois. Presque tous les commerces majeurs
dans la ville (detruire). Tout Ie monde (esperer)

qu'un tel feu (arriver) jamais de nouveau a St.-Jean.

MERC! DE NOUVEAU DE VOTRE COLLABORATION PRECIEUSE

(Texte adapte d'une description du "Great Fire de 1892" qui a ete ecrite par Ie Reverend
Moses Harvey et publiee dans The Encyclopedia of Newfoundland, Vol. I, p. 108-IlI.)
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